EXAMINING THE CULTIVATING ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN BRANDING
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Abstract—Social media is a newer emerging media outlet that could serve as a good communication tool for companies, marketers, and advertisers alike; yet, studies into the effects that social media may have on people’s perceptions is more limited. The goal of this research study is to investigate whether or not social media has the ability to influence people’s perceptions of brands. It applies cultivation theory to social media and specifically looks at whether or not social media can cultivate brand affect, trust, and loyalty. As a result, this study will allow for potential understanding of how to use social media effectively to communicate messages and where additional research can be done to better understand this newer media outlet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rise of the Internet and the World Wide Web in the 1990’s, advertisers began to take interest in the possibility of using the medium for advertising [1]. Over the years, additional aspects of the Internet have been added that enhance its potential as an advertising tool, including social media [2]. For example, Facebook, a social media tool prominently used for communicating with friends, family, and co-workers, was established in 2004 and now has approximately 800 million active users. This and other social media tools have seen substantial growth since establishment and, as a result, the advertising industry and businesses have taken interest in the potential of these tools for aiding in marketing.

This study will attempt to test the viability of one particular theory, cultivation theory, as a potential framework for better understanding the relationship between this social media use and advertising outcomes [3]. Specifically, a few cultivation effects that may be of interest to companies, marketers, and advertisers are brand affect, trust, and loyalty. As a result, this study examines whether social media use impacts these advertising outcomes. The study focuses on social media outlets with stronger characteristics for building relationships (an important component of brand affect, trust, and loyalty as explained below) and those with narrower slices of content for mainstreaming effects.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Social Media

An important component to define for the purpose of this study is social media, including how the various outlets of social media are classified, and what factors influence the classification. First, “social Media is a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content” [2]. Moreover, social media has been defined broadly as a media for social interaction [4]. Social media has come to include items such as blogs, web forums, photo and video sharing communities, and social networking platforms such as Facebook [4]. Considering the shift in individuals to use social media on a daily basis, more studies have been done to investigate social media and what that means for advertisers and companies, such as a study done by [5].

Yet, not all social media are thought to be alike. Each different social media outlet offers different features and components for the users supporting a wide range of individual interest and practices [6]. As a result, a classification system was being put in place to distinguish one social media outlet from another based on two components of social media outlined by [2]. Those components were the media-related component, which drew from the concepts of social presence and media richness, and the social-related component, which drew from the concepts of self-presentation and self-disclosure [2].

For a better understanding of how different social media outlets function and are classified, it is important to first understand the media-related components and then the social-related components.

There are two media related dimensions used to classify social media: the elements of social presence and media richness. Social presence theory essentially states that media differ on levels of social presence [7]. Social presence is broadly the auditory, visual, and physical contact allowed between communication partners [7]. Most importantly, the higher the social presence, the greater the impact communication partners have on one another’s behavior [7]. The second media related dimension used to classify social media is
media richness theory which essentially states that media differ on their level of media richness [8]. Media richness is looked at as the amount of information that is allowed to be transmitted through a medium at a given time [2]. The assumption is that one goal of communication is to reduce ambiguity, which is the existence of conflicting views, and uncertainty, which is the absence of information, and the richer the media the greater the reduction [8]. Basically, some media are more effective than others in reducing ambiguity and uncertainty and providing better information [8].

With the media related components of social media in mind, the outlets can vary tremendously. Social media outlets integrate different communication tools and new information [6]. For example, various social media outlets may use photo posting, mobile connectivity, or video sharing; yet, other sites may be mostly text based [6]. Each of those features changes how individuals use the sites, present themselves, and disclose information, hence the social component of social media [2]. In addition to the media related component, there is a social related component, which also has two dimensions: self-presentation and self-disclosure. The concept of self-presentation basically states that in social interactions people desire to control the impressions other people form of them [2]. Self-presentation occurs to help create an image that aligns with one’s identity [2]. When connecting with social media, people may join a social network to present themselves on the Internet. Then, self-presentation occurs through self-disclosure, where self-disclosure is the act of revealing certain personal information to other 6 individuals [9]. Therefore, self-disclosure helps develop relationships whether with close family, friends, or a stranger [9].

Considering each of the above elements: social presence, media richness, self-presentation, and self-disclosure, social media is further classified by outlet. Blogs, social networking sites (i.e. Facebook), and virtual social worlds (i.e. Second Life) are all higher self-presentation and self-disclosure with social presence and media richness increasing with the latter [2]. On the other hand, collaborative projects (i.e. Wikipedia), content communities (i.e. YouTube), and virtual game worlds (i.e. World of Warcraft) are all lower self-presentation and self-disclosure with social presence and media richness increasing with the latter [2]. On the whole, each of the different outlets provides different benefits to the users and producers of the content, and become important when defining the social media outlets to be used in this study. Furthermore, there are existing studies that support social media to be incorporated into integrated marketing. As a result, the next section examines branding and will be important for defining for this study.

B. Customer Cultivating

The purpose of this study is to draw a connection between social media use and brand affect, trust, and loyalty through cultivation theory, and as such, it is vital to understand what cultivation is and its key factors. Cultivation theory was developed in 1969 by George Gerbner, and since then, television’s effects on people have been studied for several decades now [10]. Cultivation theory in its initial form is essentially a communication theory implying that repeated exposure to television, over time, will alter a viewer’s perceptions of reality [3]. Cultivation theory developed from the Cultural Indicators project in 1967 done by George Gerbner[10]. From the Cultural Indicators project, it was concluded that television was a medium that could be used to socialize people into roles and behaviors. One of the key principles behind cultivation theory is repeated exposure. It is suggested that the more time an individual spends in the television world, the more likely that individual is going to report having social realities that are congruent with the social realities seen on television [11].

Yet, sometimes messages relate or resonate with one individual more than another, and this becomes another key principle behind cultivation. “Resonance” occurs when cultivation is stronger in one individual compared to another [10]. When what people see on television aligns with their everyday lives, that combination creates a “double dose” of the messaging and can increase cultivation [11]. The last key to understanding cultivation is by understanding the relationship underlying cultivation effects and media exposure. The relation between media and cultivation is rather complex because the “pull” on viewers’ perceptions relies on where the viewers’ lifestyles are in relation to the “norm” of the world of media [3]. Cultivation is not another word for effects nor is the process considered to be one way; instead, cultivation is viewed as subtle yet complex intermingling of influences assuming that the medium and its publics interact in a dynamic process [3]. Essentially, viewers fuse their reality with the “social reality” seen in media and then begin aligning their own perceptions.

C. Brand Loyalty

The general definition of brand loyalty generally emphasizes two key aspects: behavioral and attitudinal loyalty [12]. Behavioral loyalty is also known as purchase loyalty and consists of the repeat purchase of a brand Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). Attitudinal loyalty includes an element of commitment based on some disposition to a brand due to a unique value associated with that brand [12]. Furthermore, simple verbal reports of bias are not sufficient for fully defining brand loyalty as it must be accompanied by a purchasing bias[13]. In addition, one instance of verbal or behavioral bias does not constitute loyalty as the term loyalty notes a condition over time and therefore the act must occur at two or more points in time [13]. there are a couple of influencing factors when it comes to increasing brand loyalty: brand affect
and brand trust, which need to be defined for this study. Brand affect is essentially a consumer’s favorable or unfavorable response to a brand [14]. Brand affect is furthered explained as the ability to generate an emotional response in an individual as a result of the brand’s use [14]. Brands can make people feel a number of emotions and that creates affect toward a brand [14]. On the other hand, brand trust is “the confident expectations of the brand’s reliability and intentions in situations entailing risk to the consumer” [15]. Brand trust then is how willing a consumer is to rely on a brand’s ability to function. Brand trust helps to reduce uncertainty in consumers because it allows them to rely on a certain level of expected performance [15]. Overall, the greater the brand affect and trust, the greater potential for brand loyalty [12].

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Hypothesis

The cultivation theory was developed “when ‘television’ in the U.S. meant three national broadcast networks, plus a small handful of independent and public/educational stations. The three networks attracted well over 90% of the viewing audience, night after night” [16]. Since then, the media has increasingly changed. More and more individuals are gravitating to digital media from traditional media [17]. Considering such, this study is testing the cultivating ability of social media, a newer non-traditional media, and specifically the cultivated effects of brand affect, trust, and loyalty. This study will try to show how social media can create that biased preference through reported exposure to consistent messages from brands on social media. This study will be looking for a cultivating relationship between exposure to social media and brand loyalty from two factors. Thus:

H1: Social media use has a significant impact on brand affect.
H2: Social media use has a significant impact on brand trust.
H1: Social media use has a significant impact on brand loyalty.

B. Data

Data was collected using an electronic survey administered through the most famous social media site - Facebook, using a convenience sampling technique. A convenience sampling technique was used due to limited funding for this study and also for the ability to directly recruit people who were using Facebook by administering the survey through those sites. A total of 232 people responded to the survey with 96 people being Facebook users. Then, the participants were asked if they followed a retail brand through these social media sites; 40 individuals reported that they did through Facebook, 70 individuals did through Facebook only, and 14 individuals did through others. This study focuses on those individuals who self-reported as Facebook users who follow a retail brand. The sample size was 110. The data reported below came from the sample of 110 Facebook users who follow retail brands through social media. Nearly 60 percent of those Facebook users were female and the mean age within the sample was 30 years (range = 19-67, SD = 8.7). In addition, 85 percent of the sample reported using Internet Social Media on a daily basis. Television and other Internet Websites were the second two most common sources of media used daily. Of the type of retail brands followed, soft were most common with 54 people reporting that they followed that type of product; 36 people reported that they followed food products and 20 reported that they followed hard goods.

C. Analysis

All analyses were conducted using the statistical package of SPSS Version 20. In addition to the descriptive statistics reported above, a correlation was run to test the relationship between the general social media use variable, the composite social media use variable, as a combined index of how much time people reported spending on Facebook or others, and brand trust, affect, and loyalty. Also, a regression was run to see the impact on brand affect, trust, and loyalty by these variables: age, sex, general social media use, retail brand classification, and composite social media use. An alpha level of .05 was used for all statistical tests. First, qualifying questions were used to see if an individual did in fact use the social media of interest to this study. These questions were, “Do you use Facebook?” and “Do you use other social media?” (yes or no). As a follow-up to those questions, level of social media use was reported with the item, “On average, how much time a day do you use Facebook for non-work related reasons?” Response options ranged from 0.25 hours to 9+ hours. Facebook users reported spending an average time of 2.68 hours on Facebook (SD = 2.20). Respondents were also asked another 14 more general social media use question, “How often do you used the following media?” - Internet Social Media.” Response options ranged from never (1) to daily (6). The average score reported was 5.75 (SD = .65), with the majority reporting daily use. This created the general social media use variable. These questions were then followed up with a set of statements set to measure brand affect, trust, and loyalty. These were Likert Scale items (1= strongly disagree and 7= strongly agree). Respondents were instructed, “Now, think of a retail brand you follow on Facebook. Consider that brand and indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following statements.” Brand affect was measured as a two-item index with the following two statements: “I feel good when I use this brand” and “This brand makes me happy.” Coefficient alpha for this two-item index of brand affect was .92. Brand trust was measured as a
three-item index with the following three statements: “I trust this brand,” “I view this as a dishonest brand,” and “I feel this brand is unsafe.” The latter two items were recoded. Coefficient alpha for this three-item index of brand trust was .74. Lastly, brand loyalty was measured as a two-item index with the following two statements: “I will buy this brand the next time I buy that type of product” and “I am committed to this brand.” For brand loyalty, the first statement measured purchase loyalty and the second statement measured attitudinal loyalty, as both are need for brand loyalty to occur. Coefficient alpha for this two-item index of brand loyalty was .87.

D. Result

The correlation for Facebook users who followed a retail brand was run to see the relationship between general social media use, composite social media use, and individuals’ level of brand trust, affect, and loyalty. Results revealed a few significant relationships. First, general social media use correlated significantly with brand trust, r (110) = .26, p < .05. General social media use also correlated significantly with brand loyalty, r (110) = .18, p < .05. Finally, the composite social media use and brand trust were significantly correlated, r (110) = -.342, p < .05. Next, three regressions models were run to test the hypotheses. A regression was running because it allowed the simultaneously analysis of the impact of multiple independent variables (age, sex, general social media use, retail brand classification, and composite social media use) on the continuous dependent variables (brand trust, affect, and loyalty). By running this form of analysis, it allowed a better picture of how multiple variables were affecting and interacting the dependent variables.

The first regression was run to see the impact on brand affect by these variables: age, sex, general social media use, retail brand classification, and composite social media use. The model was significant in accounting for variance in brand affect with an Adjusted R^2 = .08. Within the regression model, age (Beta = .23, p < .05) surfaced as a significant predictor. Sex (Beta = .19, p > .05), composite social media use (Beta = -.04, p > .05), general social media use (Beta = .12, p > .05), and retail brand classification (Beta = .10, p > .05) were not significant predictors. Thus, H1 was not supported.

The second regression was run to see the impact on brand trust by these variables: age, sex, general social media use, retail brand classification, and composite social media use. The model was significant in accounting for variance in brand trust with an Adjusted R^2 = .23. Within the regression model the following surfaced as significant predictors of brand trust: composite social media use (Beta = -.37, p < .05), general social media use (Beta = .28, p < .05), and retail brand classification (Beta = .19, p < .05). Age (Beta = .10, p > .05) and Sex (Beta = .10, p > .05) were not significant predictors. Consistent with the second hypothesis, composite social media use significantly predicted brand trust (H2; Beta=.37, t (110) = -4.116, p < .05). Thus, H2 was supported and the relationship was negative.

Finally, the last regression was run to see the impact on brand loyalty by these variables: age, sex, general social media use, retail brand classification, and composite social media use. The model was significant in accounting for variance in brand loyalty with an Adjusted R^2 = .06. When brand loyalty was predicted it was found that age (Beta = .19, p < .05), was a significant predictor. Sex (Beta = .15, p > .05), composite social media use (Beta = -.08, p > .05), general social media use (Beta = .16, p > .05), and retail brand classification (Beta = .06, p > .05) were not significant predictors. Thus, H3 was not supported.

IV. DISCUSSION

This study attempted to apply cultivation theory to social media use specifically focusing on Facebook, and the cultivated effects of brand affect, trust, and loyalty. The findings presented here are original in a couple of ways. First, this study approached cultivation from a branding perspective and applies the theory to social media. In doing so, social media was recognized as potential means for cultivating brand perceptions, specifically brand trust. When first examining the correlation analysis, a correlation was noticed between composite social media use and brand trust. In addition, a correlation was noticed between general social media use and brand trust and loyalty. With these relationships present, there is room for future studies into what is impacting and creating those relationships. Secondly, as seen through the regression analysis, the study showed that age could be a contributing factor to brand affect and loyalty, which allows for more research to be done into what is creating those effects. Furthermore, the study supports the suggestion that time spent using social media (composite social media use) is related significantly to brand trust as seen through the regression analysis. This study accounted for a portion of the variance in brand trust as a result of composite social media use; yet, the relationship seen was a negative relationship. There are many ways to possibly account for and interpret the negative relationship between brand trust and composite social media use. First, with social media, there is the chance that both negative and positive comments are made about a brand given that social media allows for two-way communication, as mentioned above. In addition, if an individual is being exposed more to messaging through higher levels of social media use, they may also be exposed more to negative comments, where people who use social media less may only see the brands positive comments. Lastly, people interacting on social media may be more prone to seek out or express negative comments about brands. This study did not account for the reasons behind the effect, but further research can...
be done to better understand the potential negative effects of composite social media use on brand trust. In short, similar to previous cultivation research, this study found small cultivation effects for social media when it came to brand trust. That said, this study moved beyond the traditional cultivating media, television, to social media. This study also moved beyond the traditional cultivation studies of violence, gender-roles, and materialism as stated above. While this study does have some limitations as presented below, it presents a reason for further investigation into social media and potential cultivation effects as well as social media and its relation to branding. However, there were a number of limitations for this study. First, the sample size was rather small for both Facebook users who followed a retail brand, with 110 being the final sample size. As a result, the strength of these findings is limited. In addition, since a convenience sampling technique was used, there is a limited ability to make generalizations about the whole population. Furthermore, the brand outcome scales used 21 were only two or three items, and therefore may not have completely captured the effects desired. In addition, as with most surveys, there is always the chance for self-reporting biases. There is no guarantee that individuals reported their level of social media use properly. Moreover, a large limitation of the cultivation theory tends to be how levels of media are defined[10]. As in most other cultivation studies, there is the potential for levels of media use to differ making studies vary widely. Furthermore, no specific retail brand was chosen for this study. With that in mind, there is a chance that different brands are better or worse at generating consistent messages that would allow for heavy exposure and mainstreaming to occur. If the brands are not producing enough content to allow for heavier levels of exposure, then cultivation cannot occur. Finally, the correlation showed that there was not a significant relationship between social media use and brand affect and loyalty. The correlation also showed that the relationship between social media use and brand trust was negative. As a result, there is the chance that heavier levels of social media use have the opposing effect on brand affect, trust, and loyalty. With that in mind, further research can be done to better investigate potential effects. In conclusion, the media landscape has changed greatly in the past couple of decades with the Internet and a shift to the use of social media[2]. Considering such and the nature of social media, there is the potential that centrally produced, mass-distributed, and repetitive messages to are delivered to individuals, which may allow for cultivation of perceptions to occur. As a result, social media has the 22 potential to be a good communication tool for marketers and advertisers; yet, little research has been done to see what outlets are useful and in what manner they are useful. This study attempted to see if cultivation occurred on specific social media outlets, which had stronger characteristics for building relationships. The cultivation effects that were studied were brand affect, trust, and loyalty. This study tested for the level of use and attempted to discover a cultivation differential; yet, the results showed that social media may have an effect on cultivating brand trust. With there being a stronger relationship between social media use and brand trust, there is room for further research by communication theorists to see why and how the relationship occurs. Furthermore, there is still the potential for other studies into social media use and other cultivating effects. Overall, considering the change in media use and the possibility for social media to be a good cultivating media, it seems worth more research to investigate. It is recommended that future studies look to develop a connection between social media and cultivation theory. Additionally, for the purpose of this research study, it is recommended that the study be repeated with a larger sample size and a more defined retail brand to reinforce these findings and see if there is a chance for relationships between social media use and brand affect and loyalty.
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